
Chickens remember salient facts. Some years ago our flock

was established in a house of their own that included a

closed and netted courtyard and a day-yard where they

could stretch or play beak-ball. The outside area was

enclosed only by a fence so they had to be locked up at night

to protect them from marauding raccoons. It was also a

convenient place to serve lunch. So every day, amid much

excitement, I carried in the lunch bucket and poured the

contents into a large tote-tray around which the chickens

were eagerly gathered tying on bibs and rattling their

cutlery. Lunch was always an adventure because they didn’t

know just what was in store. 

One day a young raven appeared along the back fence to

watch the show. We usually have two or three pairs of

ravens in our area; they circle endlessly and communicate

via a morse code of creaks and croaks. Raven couples raise

one hatchling each year, teach it to fly, and provide a liberal

arts education in life skills that includes reconnaissance

missions of human settlements. That daily survey included

us and our chickens. 

For several days the young raven watched the ritual of

lunch with some interest and observed that chickens do not

eat everything at once: they snack. After the first flurry of

activity and discovery and a critical analysis of our previous

night’s menu, the chickens would often take a break to

stretch, stroll or seek a libation. The raven waited and

watched until one day with understated nonchalance he

hopped around the vicinity of the lunch table in diminishing

circles until by pure chance he arrived at the tray and

gingerly appropriated a few morsels. Since chickens are

naturally friendly (and colour-blind) the stranger was

welcomed into the circle with polite indifference.

And so it continued for several days. The raven would

watch from his aerial vantage, move up to the front-row seat

on the fence when the food was delivered, then sidle to the

tray after the chickens had made their first deliberations. By

the second week said raven was anticipating the event by

several minutes, and by week three there appeared one

black chicken at the table dressed in bib and tucker as

though he had always been there. Given that there was

plenty of food the hometown group were undisturbed and

probably pleased to hear his tales from beyond the forest

clearing.

Ravens are smaller than most chickens but they do have

longer beaks. Nothing compared with a raptor of course,

but definitely a longer reach. Gradually the little fellow in

the black suit was using his beak to clear away a larger space

at the table and day by day his occupancy expanded until

he/she ruled the board. Now it was the chickens’ turn to

wait until the raven was satiated before appeasing their

appetite. 

This was getting silly, so I removed the lunch tray from

its position in the outside yard and placed it within the

confines of their enclosed porch. For a few days the raven

was nonplussed and carried a countenance of deep concern

on his face. But not for long. Having figured out the logic

and coordinates of the new location, the raven soon

appropriated free run of the porch while the home team

paced nervously outside. 

One day, armed with a pair of wire-cutters I created a

‘chicken door’ near the bottom of the fence line. Now cosmic

order was restored, peace and good fellowship returned and

all was well with the avian world. Until…

A week later, the raven had figured out the site plan and

insinuated himself into the inner sanctum. The chickens

were not pleased. Watching this from a short distance, I

decided now was the time to intervene with my larger

presence. It worked. As I approached the gluttonous black

bird it was his turn to be intimidated and he panicked and

attempted to fly away. But of course he was now totally

enclosed and to his dismay flapping and remonstrating did

not help. 

What happened next belongs in the annals of the

symposium on natural justice. The chickens, perceiving
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their advantage marched into the enclosed area and after a

brief clucking to agree on a strategy they lined up like a

sports team and launched themselves at the hapless

intruder. The raven had been frantically engaged in

searching for the exit but the chickens had anticipated this

by placing four line-backers feather-to-feather to block that

egress. Meanwhile the team each in turn took a running

long-jump and with a gleeful cluck landed with both feet on

the back of the raven before quickly stepping sideways to

make way for next teammate, and the next, and the next. It

was the most amazing sight to see this otherwise docile,

friendly and socially well-adjusted family of chickens seizing

revenge. I watched with wonder as each bird in turn lined

up, waited patiently, took a running jump, and landed with

a satisfying thump on the back of the raven. 

After several minutes I intervened once more, this time

to rescue the chastened intruder who seemed almost happy

to see me. I carried him outside, gave him a final lecture on

social morality and let him go. He was never seen again in

that vicinity. The chickens were still clucking merrily about

their exploits as they readjusted their feathers and resumed

their interrupted lunch. 

Months later when I walked over to lock them up at

night, the older birds could be heard regaling the neophlytes

with tales of their exploits and how one birdbrain can outwit

another. 0       
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